Find University of Tartu in Social Media!
Keep yourself up to date!

- In UT social media we share things like:
  - student life and experiences
  - university events
  - scientific discoveries
  - notable achievements by students
  - beautiful photos of Tartu and University of Tartu
  - … overall things related to the university, Tartu and sometimes Estonia in general
Facebook & Twitter

www.facebook.com/tartuuniversity

www.twitter.com/tartuuniversity

Don’t forget to use:
#unitartu
@TartuUniversity
Instagram @unitartu

- We share fun things and events related to our university
- We introduce OUR PEOPLE
- We choose the Instagram Photo of the Week! (use #unitartu)
Instagram
@tartuuniversity

• Managed by our university’s scientists
• Share their discoveries, fieldwork, experiments, everyday life
UT Blog

www.blog.ut.ee

• UT news, views, ways

• We look forward to contributions from students!

• You can write about anything you have a passion for and that has a connection to the University of Tartu

• Gets published on other social media too
Social Media Hub
www.social.ut.ee/en

• All our social media pages combined
• Live feed
• If you create an interesting page or blog – add it yourself or let us know!
Snapchat

• Our own geofilter
  • Main building of UT
  • Kissing Students statue/fountain
  • Arch Bridge

• Send your snaps to „Our Story“
• Also may share on other social media.
• Happy snapping!
Tag us in your posts and photos!

- You can always use #unitartu
- Tag us in Facebook, Twitter (@tartuuniversity) and Instagram (@unitartu)
- Best posts may get published on our official social media sites 😊
HAVE FUN IN TARTU!